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Fleece jackets and vests for men and women have become popular clothing items because of the
many qualities they provide. Today, clothing is no longer about covering up only; it is about
appearing fashionable and trendy as well. In order to fit in, you have to have a style statement.
Jackets and vests made of fleece are invaluable for outdoor activities, especially where you are
likely to get wet since fleece does not absorb water. When it comes to buying fleece jackets or vests
for women and men, you will notice that not all are created the same way. Purchasing the jacket or
vest that suits your needs and style is essential so as not to stash it away in the closet.

Benefits of Fleece Clothing

Fleece is not just a singular term describing a particular type of material. There are in fact various
types of fleece. The highest quality is the Polartec fleece, created by Malden Mills, the brand that
originally created fleece. It is comfortable and lightweight, and highly hydrophobic yet breathable as
well. Fleece jackets for men and women are good clothing options if you participate in water sports
such as yachting or go hiking during a damp, foggy day. Its excellent qualities of resistance to water
combined with its ability to keep the body ventilated makes the fleece a very practical material for
clothing.

Fleece vests and jackets can be washed in machine, and they dry out quickly. It is an excellent
alternative to wool -- this is especially important if you are sensitive or allergic to wool. Another
incredible fact about the fleece material is that jackets for women and men are fabricated using
recycled fleece or even recycled PET bottles. This makes it a very sustainable option for fleece
jackets for women and men.

3 Types Of Fleece Jackets

Before buying a fleece jacket, choose the weight most suitable for your needs. Fleece jackets for
men and women come in 3 categories:

â€¢	Lightweight fleece vests and jackets provide insulation and ventilation simultaneously to your body,
providing enhanced comfort. The lack of weight makes it an ideal choice for sports and other
strenuous activities. 

â€¢	Mid-weight fleece jackets and vests for men and women is the most popular out of the three
categories. They are ideal options when temperatures are not too hot or too cold.

â€¢	Heavy fleece provides high level of insulation. Less attention is given to airiness and weight. Heavy
fleece jackets are suitable for when you are immobile, such as sitting in a park on a cold day.

Fleece Jackets Are Fashionable

Besides utility reasons, fleece jackets and vests are very fashionable items of clothing. Most
youngsters today prefer throwing on a fleece jacket during chilly days than having to manage a
traditional heavy coat or jacket. Fleece jackets for women and men come in various colors such as
pastels, vibrant, mellow shades and so on. By adding accessories such as scarves, watches,
sunglasses and beanies or baseball caps, you could really enhance your fashion statement. By
wearing a classy personality you can complete your style
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